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by Pierre Braillard and Michael Tiger

lie Young Professionals
The Democratization of Culture

Paris was the venue for a stimulating and informative colloquium
that reflected the rich and rigorous
French approach to debates on
culture and communications. This
past April 18, 2008 the Association
of Young Communication Professionals (a part of the lie's French
Chapter) assembled some fifteen
young professionals from France,
Italy, Greece, Canada and Russia.
The participants engaged in a
three hour debate on the "Democratization of Culture" chaired by
Veronique Bui, Lecturer, University of Le Havre and Chargee de
Cours at the Institut de Sciences
Politiques in Paris.
The
meeting
venue
was
apposite: the elegant Traveller's
Club on the Champs Elysee with
its culturally-rich setting made the
issue being addressed even more
relevant. There was a remarkable contrast between the Club's
artistic interior decor, with its
large landscape paintings, marble
staircase, intricate wood panelling
and the craftsmanship of many of
its fixtures, with today's electronic
means of cultural
expression
represented by mass-produced
cell phones, Blackl::>erry's and
iPods.
The chair, Veronique
Bui,
who is also the President of
the International Association of
Young Communications
Professionals, challenged the partici-
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pants with a number of themes
and issues as well as with some
pointed questions. The discussion
addressed whether or not today's
media and forms of cultural
expression have led to increased
participation in traditional cultural
formats, whether today's media
have helped raise the general
level of cultural expression and
whether culture has remained the
prerogative of select cultural elites.
President Sarkozy's statement that
French cultural policy of the last
fifty years was a complete failure
in particular engendered some
strong views.

television was viewed as the most
influential medium, given its penetration rate and user-friendliness.
There was some discussion on
accountability,
regulation,
selfregulation and co-regulation. In
general, most participants
did
not have great confidence in selfregulation, particularly by media
operators. With respect to Internet
content, the view was that there
was so much harmful and easily
accessible content that strong
policies to support persons at risk
were considered necessary. One
such policy example was the EU's
Safer Internet Smart Programme
which is endowed with a substanLaurent de Medici was·: t
tial budget (Euros 55 million).
first to involve the Statews
In general, the Internet was not
major supporting entity'
viewed as an area where self-reguarts and culture.'
lation would suffice.
There were differing views on
Participants reflected on the the issues surrounding financial
definition
of culture and the and commercial
support
for
concept of popular culture. They culture. One participant, Myriam
questioned whether new media Eluau, observed that, historically,
forms provided increased access Laurent de Medici was the first
to the traditional cultural formats to involve the State as a major
(for example, writing,
music, supporting entity for arts and
theatre, painting) or opened up culture in lieu of the patronage of
new forms of creativity.
kings and queens or wealthy arisIn assessing the gamut of new tocrats. This approach has since
user-friendly communications, the been adopted by most demoparticipants selected the Internet cratic governments.
as the leading media format with
Another participant,
Richard
the capacity to enhance the level Goblet, quoted the late Professor
of knowledge and the participaPierre Bourdieu who wrote that
tion of mass audiences. However, "Communication
also is biased
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to serve commercial interests".
The issue of commercial interests
and associated bias prompted
a lengthy discussion, including

one on the role of governments
in defining the public good. In
addition, participants considered
that there was a large separation

between the worlds of culture and
commerce and that this separation was probably greater in Latin
countries than in Anglo-Saxon
countries.
Veronique
Bui
prompted
further discussion on whether
there remained a division between
culture for an elite and popular
culture and whether mass media
has contributed to closing the gap
or to expanding it.
The discussion then addressed
two other issues. First, the role
of geographical decentralization
which was potentially a major
factor in having an egalitarian
level of access and similar cultural
resources for everyone. Second,
did culture, by itself, have the
capacity to self-adjust its content
to the level of comprehension of
the public at large?
Veronique
Bui emphasized
that it is not a matter of creating
a universal culture, but rather
the will to provide people with
the means to move out of their
own linguistic and psychological
spheres so as to open up new
ways to express themselves.
Overall, the discussion was
wide-ranging
and, at times,
lively. The meeting covered many
significant issues being addressed
by governments The colloquium
closed with an expression of appreciation to Ms. Veronique Bui for
her able chairing of the meeting
and to Mr Pierre Braillard, who so
graciously hosted the colloquium
and contributed to its success.
For further details contact:
Pierre Braillard
pierre. aryl t wanadoO.fr
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